Emergency Response to Earthquake in Kyushu:
JPF Member NGO Activity Report

**AAR**
- **Mashiki Town:** Initial Assessment, Goods Distribution
- **Kumamoto City, Nishihara Village:** Goods Distribution

**ADRA**
- **Kumamoto City:** Initial Assessment, Medical Assistance

**CF**
- **Mashiki Town:** Search & Rescue
- **Minamiaso Village:** Search & Rescue

**HuMA**
- **Mashiki Town:** Medical Assistance
- **Minamiaso Village:** Medical Assistance

**JAFS**
- **Mashiki Town:** Shelter Operation Assistance

**JH**
- **Kumamoto City:** Initial Assessment, Medical Assistance

**JH JEN**
- **Kumamoto City, Minamiaso Village:** Food Assistance

**HFHJ**
- **Nishihara Village:** Volunteer Center Assistance

**JRA**
- **Mashiki Town:** Search & Rescue
- **Minamiaso Village:** Search & Rescue

**JPF**
- **Kumamoto and Oita Prefectures:** Coordination and Monitoring

**JRA**
- **Uki City:** Shelter Operation Assistance
- **Kumamoto Prefecture:** Initial Assessment

**JEN**
- **Kumamoto City:** Bathing Service, Goods Assistance
- **Minamiaso Village:** Food Assistance

**JH**
- **Kumamoto City:** Psychosocial Support

**JRA**
- **Mashiki Town:** Shelter Assistance

**OBJ**
- **Kumamoto Town:** Goods & Food Distribution

**PBV**
- **Kumamoto Town:** Medical Assistance, Shelter Assistance

**PWJ**
- **Mashiki Town:** Medical Assistance
- **Minamiaso Village:** Search & Rescue

**RIP**
- **Kumamoto City:** Protection of Mothers & Children

**SVA**
- **Mashiki Town:** Food Distribution

**JPF**
- **Kumamoto and Oita Prefectures:** Coordination and Monitoring

**SCJ**
- **Mashiki Town:** Food Assistance

**TMN**
- **Kumamoto City, Aso City:** Food Assistance, Irrigation Repair

**WP**
- **Mashiki Town:** Food Assistance

**WVJ**
- **Mashiki Town:** Food & Goods Distribution, Child Protection

*Listed above are acronyms with the following official organizational names:
AAR = Association for Aid and Relief, Japan; ADRA = ADRA Japan; CF = Civic Force; GNJP = Good Neighbors Japan; HFHJ = Habitat for Humanity Japan; HuMA = Humanitarian Medical Assistance; JAFS = Japan Asian Association & Asian Friendship Society; JAR = Japan Association for Refugees; JEN = Japan Emergency NGO; JH = International Medical Volunteers Japan Heart, JRA = Japan Rescue Association; OBJ = Operation Blessing Japan; PBV = Peace Boat Disaster Relief Center; PLAN = Plan Japan; PWJ = Peace Winds Japan; RIP = RESULTS Japan; SCJ = Save the Children Japan; SEEDS = SEEDS Asia; SVA = Shanti Volunteer Association; TMN = Tono Magokoro Net; WP = Wakachiai Project; WVJ = World Vision Japan; JPF = Japan Platform

Funding application in progress
Finished implementation
Member NGO activities that are self-funded or from other funding sources
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